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Many have been content down the years to respond to the question 
“Where did Lawrence come from as a writer?” with some variant of 
“out of nowhere”. The intellectual, social and political context can 
go unaddressed because Lawrence is a “genius” – with or without a 
“but”.1 If Lawrence was a talented artist who just sprang from out 
of the mass, that informs how he is read. What seems different and 
other in Lawrence can be put down to the sheer idiosyncratic 
inventiveness of a mind unlike other minds. A very different 
Lawrence emerges, though, when we think about what he drew 
upon, developed and rejected in the culture of his time. 
 In the area of Lawrence and the English radical tradition it is not 
possible to point to a large body of existing work. Indeed there has 
been a long history of sheering away from addressing what Jeff 
Wallace has called Lawrence’s “essentially socialist intellectual 
formation”.2 F. R. Leavis famously took issue with T. S. Eliot over 
his claim that Lawrence “started life wholly free from any 
restriction of tradition or institution”. Leavis’s contention was that 
the “persistent cultural tradition” that Lawrence was part of “had as 
its main drive the religious tradition” of non-conformity.3 One can 
point to a small number of critical texts which have situated 
Lawrence in relation to traditions of social and political dissent, 
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including the essays on Carlyle and Ruskin in Jeffrey Meyers’s     
D. H. Lawrence and Tradition and Tony Pinkney’s richly specu-
lative study of Lawrence’s modernist Gothic.4 In recent times the 
pressure to address this topic has not come from within Lawrence 
studies but from without. In a time of economic and environmental 
crisis, historians have started to explore English radicalism once 
more, and have moved beyond that traditional locus for debate, the 
seventeenth century. Of course, this poses many questions of 
historiography, including whether it can be said that there is a 
single tradition that takes in, say, the Peasant’s Revolt, the War in 
Three Kingdoms (as the English Civil War is now known), and 
Chartism.5   
 While Lawrence’s popularity may have declined, the awareness 
of the radical culture from which he appeared has been much more 
badly eroded. The work of the late Raphael Samuel provides the 
best way into this culture at the turn of the twentieth century; time 
and again the issues and books he draws attention to are also the 
books that the young Lawrence read.6 Up until the early 1970s, 
though, it is possible to argue that this culture was still alive, albeit 
in a modified form. The rise of interest in Continental Marxist 
traditions, though, was accompanied by an effort to label pre-
Second World War British left-wing thought as insubstantial and 
woolly-minded. Terry Eagleton said of Raymond Williams’s 
Culture and Society that Williams had to deal with the fact that 
“The English Marxism available to him was little more than an 
intellectual irrelevance”.7 Now an act of recuperation is required by 
those engaging with the pre-Second World War writing.  

Emile Delavenay’s 1971 book on Lawrence and Edward 
Carpenter has probably hindered rather than helped efforts to think 
about Lawrence and radical culture. Delavenay claimed that 
Carpenter had a “decisive influence” on Lawrence’s treatment of 
sex and ethics.8 The Cambridge Letters and Works have turned up 
nothing in the way of support for Delavenay, and his wider claims 
are passed over in silence by John Worthen and Mark Kinkead-
Weekes in the Cambridge biography.9 The failure to prove direct 
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influence between Carpenter and Lawrence seems to have tainted 
the whole field of Lawrence’s relationship to cultures of dissent. 
The problem for Delavenay was always why, if Carpenter was so 
much of an influence, Lawrence did not acknowledge the debt. The 
two arguments Delavenay advances in the very short ‘Why 
Silence?’ section are weak. One is that Lawrence would have been 
afraid of associating with a known homosexual, the other that he 
preferred to cite authors who were foreign and had more cultural 
caché.10 If Lawrence ever had a fear of consorting with homo-
sexuals, he had clearly overcome it by the time he arrived in 
Florence to meet Norman Douglas and Maurice Magnus in 1919. 
Anyway, this is an anxiety we might associate more with the post-
1945 period, dependent as it is on the visible, recognisable 
homosexual male identity in wide circulation in society and the 
media. Delavenay’s contention that Lawrence was drawn to non-
English writers seems intended to distract readers from noting the 
major problem with his thesis. He is asking us to believe that 
Lawrence had a different relationship to Carpenter than to other 
authors. Lawrence had a “strong” response to the “anxiety of 
influence”.11 Hardly a writer in awe of his forebears, claiming that 
Carpenter’s work functions as a secret blueprint is deeply 
unconvincing. Yet for all the problems with Delavenay’s claims of 
direct influence, any reading of the two authors side-by-side cannot 
help but note similarities of theme if not of style. The only 
explanation for this is that both Carpenter and the young Lawrence 
were part of the same broadly-based English radical and socialist 
culture.  
 From the perspective of Lawrence studies, then, Sheila 
Rowbotham’s superbly written and deeply researched biography of 
Edward Carpenter is best viewed as a major milestone in efforts to 
learn more about that culture, rather than as a volume that reopens 
the issue of whether Carpenter exercised a powerful influence on 
Lawrence. Rowbotham sets out not only to provide an account of 
Carpenter’s life and writing, but also to communicate a feel for a 
whole intellectual and political landscape.  
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Edward Carpenter’s road to becoming the “seer” of Millthorpe 
in Derbyshire was an unlikely and not always easy one. His south 
coast upbringing was at once emotionally constricted and also 
generative. Both Carpenter’s mother and father came from sea-
faring families. His paternal grandfather was an admiral, and his 
father had been a naval lieutenant. Edward’s father then tried his 
hand at the law, before living off his private income and spending 
much of his time reading German idealist philosophy. Convention 
beckoned for Edward when he went to Cambridge, gained a 
Fellowship and took holy orders. For a period F. D. Maurice’s 
curate, Carpenter soon began to question his faith and to wonder 
whether the level of engagement with social issues of Maurice’s 
nascent Christian socialism was enough. Taking a big step 
Carpenter resigned his Fellowship, left the Church and departed 
Cambridge. Moving to the North of England and the early days of 
the University Extension movement, Carpenter made significant 
friends. But he also came up against the same problem: he was not 
really alongside, sharing his life with, ordinary working people. The 
birth of the mature Carpenter really comes with his move to the 
countryside outside Sheffield, his market gardening and advocacy 
of simplified living, and the development of home life that provided 
a solid base on which to build his wider activities. His initial love 
affairs with other men were often unrequited, or with men who, 
because of social pressures or because they were bisexual, got 
married. Particularly important here was George Hukin, who stayed 
nearby after his marriage, though this gave Carpenter great pain. 
After Carpenter met his partner George Merrill – love at first sight 
on a Totley train in the spring of 1891 – a triangular relationship 
was established between the three men, in which the tensions 
involved gradually receded. Carpenter and Merrill had an open 
relationship; indeed Carpenter was still having affairs into his 
eighties. 

Carpenter is restored by Rowbotham as a key figure in a 
network of writers and thinkers who aimed at wider change in 
society. He was a maker of connections, a facilitator and an 
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encourager; not someone who became a sustained campaigner for a 
single cause, he played a role in many. His own busy life clearly 
required much organisation to keep it on track. Rarely falling out 
and disputing with others himself, one can hypothesise that a shared 
sense of purpose that could overcome even significant political 
differences was characteristic of the British Left of the time. A 
truncated list of Carpenter’s interests would include: socialism, 
anarchism, the simplification of life, syndicalism, craft guilds, 
respect for animals and nature, campaigns against pollution, 
Whitman (with whom he long corresponded, twice visited in the 
United States, and may have had an affair), Eastern religions and 
philosophies (he visited India and Ceylon, and opposed 
imperialism), homophile writing and campaigning, legal and prison 
reform, and opposition to wars small and large. Reading the 
biography we get a strong sense of the alternative and dissident 
cultures of the time, and the often remarkable personalities 
associated with them. Early in the twentieth century the North is 
shown to have a strong intellectual and political culture, with a 
wide reach and influence. Carpenter was widely translated and had 
followers throughout the world; admirers included, among others, 
Romain Rolland, Leo Tolstoy and Rabindranath Tagore. 

Though Carpenter and Lawrence were strikingly different as 
personalities – one a joiner, the other not (or not for long) – there is 
much more to say. In his forties Carpenter had to respond to the 
sense of failure felt by socialists as the 1880s turned into the 1890s. 
A period with the potential for producing a revolution had passed. 
Carpenter’s response was to imagine change at the level of the 
body, of sexual relationships and small communities. It was a 
struggle for the elderly Carpenter to adapt his ideas to the First 
World War, though he moved from seeing it as the welcome likely 
end of capitalism to campaigning for democratic control of 
decisions to go to war and for conscientious objectors. In the case 
of Lawrence, coming on the scene in later and bleaker times, the 
problems were greater, ran deeper, and had set in earlier. In the 
‘Epilogue’ Lawrence wrote in 1924 for his Movements in European 
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History, he stated that “Myself, personally, I believe that a good 
form of socialism, if it could be brought about, would be the best 
form of government” (MEH 262). As the qualifying phrase “if it 
could be brought about” suggests, this statement came when 
Lawrence’s belief in the possibility of achieving political change 
was at a low ebb. Times that offered potential for positive change 
are also seen as providing opportunities for those who want to 
exercise power over others. Lawrence develops as an example the 
rise of Fascism in post-war Italy. Lawrence offers a harsher 
analysis than Carpenter, and the struggle to find a workable 
response is all the harder. Not giving up on the possibility of a very 
different England, though, is a touchstone belief of the radical 
tradition. 

Though it is necessary to be wary of being drawn back onto 
Delavenay’s ground, Lawrence and Carpenter were certainly aware 
of each other. Soon after Carpenter moved to Sheffield, he began to 
notice the physical culture among the working men. He went to the 
local races, where the runners were either wholly or nearly naked, 
and struck up a friendship with a young marine engineer called Joe 
Potter. Carpenter was still staying with Potter’s family in Sheffield 
in the 1920s. Joe’s sister Sallie married Willie Hopkin of Eastwood, 
and Sallie was of course close to Lawrence.12 It is said that 
Carpenter visited Hopkin, and we know that the Hopkinses visited 
Millthorpe (twice, for example, in 1915).13 Others whom Lawrence 
knew were in contact with Carpenter, including, for example, 
Barbara Low and Helen Corke. In the case of Corke it was after the 
time when she knew Lawrence, and she later stated that Carpenter 
wrote her a letter dated 24 August 1916 that included the sentence 
“I have never met D. H. Lawrence but should think he would be a 
rather ‘difficult’ person”.14 Carpenter read, but doesn’t seem to 
have been able to do much with, The Rainbow and some of the 
poems.15   

The best direct evidence of what Lawrence thought of Carpenter 
comes from 1915. Responding, we can surmise, to a suggestion 
from Hopkin that Lawrence should try and get Carpenter to 
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subscribe to The Signature, Lawrence wrote, “If you will send 
Edward Carpenter a leaflet, I shall be glad: though he is not in my 
line. But he may give the paper to some young creature” (2L 401). 
It is hardly indicative of a strong interest in Carpenter on 
Lawrence’s part. As Rowbotham observes, Lawrence’s “not in my 
line” does not make it clear whether he is “referring to Carpenter’s 
less clear-cut attitudes to the war, his patrician desire for union with 
workers, or his homosexuality”.16 There is perhaps a sneer in the 
voice as Lawrence imagines Carpenter passing The Signature onto 
a younger homosexual friend. Also from 1915 is E. M. Forster’s 
comment in his ‘Locked Diary’, dated 9 September 1915, that 
“[a]fter Lawrence’s remarks about Carpenter realise with regret that 
I cannot know him”.17 As Rowbotham observes “[w]hatever 
Lawrence said to Forster stuck so hurtfully that it is most likely to 
have been about homosexuality”.18 And yet at times the similarities 
between Lawrence and Carpenter can be striking – for example, 
both drew on ideas of bodily consciousness and the “Great 
Sympathetic” in circulation in occult writing, and notions of 
“organic consciousness” which passed in the West as “Eastern 
thought”.19 Both also faced a similar publishing context. The 
banning of The Rainbow, with its ‘Shame’ chapter, contributed to 
fears that Carpenter’s The Intermediate Sex (1908), which was still 
in print, would be affected by a wartime hardening of attitudes to 
homosexuality.20  

To give a sense of how a richer account of radical culture can 
help extend our understanding of Lawrence’s writing, we can take 
as an example Lawrence on work, a theme that remained important 
to him to the very end. In Lawrence’s very last text, a review of 
Eric Gill’s Art-Nonsense and Other Essays, which he put aside 
shortly before his death, he noted that “Happy, intense absorption in 
any work, which is to be brought as near to perfection as possible, 
this is a state of being with God, and the men who have not known 
it have missed life itself” (IR 358). There is a run of late poems that 
includes ‘Work’ (Poems 450-1), ‘We are the transmitters’ (Poems 
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449), ‘All that we have is life’ (Poems 449-50) and the short 
‘Things men have made’: 
 

Things men have made with wakened hands, and put soft life 
into  

are awake through years with transferred touch, and go on 
glowing  

for long years.  
And for this reason, some old things are lovely  
warm still with the life of forgotten men who made them. 

(Poems 448) 
 
The poem is followed by ‘Things made by iron’, which sees 
manufactured objects as “born dead”; they “soak life out of us”. 
With age they become “steeped in our life … soothed and soothing; 
then we throw them away” (Poems 448). One way of regarding 
Lawrence on man-made objects would be to draw a connection 
with his interest in Etruscan craftsmen, and his effort to imagine 
how they must have worked. A parallel can also be drawn with the 
kind of writing Lawrence valued. We can speculate that for the sick 
Lawrence those times when he was lost in work, and lifted away 
from pain and dark thoughts, became particularly precious. 

However, Lawrence can also be aligned with the nineteenth-
century utopian socialist tradition, and seen as different from the 
scientific Fabians of his own time. William Morris informed the 
intellectual communities of which Lawrence was part before and 
during the First World War. Among Lawrence’s friends in these 
years were a number with long, deep links to the British Left such 
as Dollie Radford.21 This is not to claim that Lawrence was ever 
wholly positive about the older writer. Morris’s and Carpenter’s 
texts are not mentioned in the short story ‘A Modern Lover’ as 
among those that “threshed … youth’s experience, gradually 
burning the chaff of sentimentality and false romance that covered 
the real grain of life” (LAH 33). Lawrence said much later, in 1927, 
that he had never recognised the “world” of Morris and News from 
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Nowhere as “valid” (IR 402) – though that was not to stop him, 
later in the year, from embarking on a piece of utopian fiction that 
responds to the Morris text.22 

Ruth Livesey in a 2004 article on Morris, Carpenter and Wilde 
has argued that the relationship between culture, labour and change 
is central to late nineteenth-century English socialist thought. While 
modern eyes might see the issue in terms of those who favoured 
materialist rather than idealist positions, the central focus then was 
on unifying art and labour. Long before 1882, and his conversion to 
socialism, Morris believed that intelligent work, producing 
beautiful functional objects, needed to replace mere mechanical 
toil. For the socialist Morris, leisure time should be spent usefully 
while working for revolution. As old Hammond observes in News 
from Nowhere, “happiness without happy daily work is imposs-
ible”.23 After the revolution, and despite the fact that they live after 
history, tradition and surviving buildings and objects from the past 
will still interest and inspire the people. Livesey points out that 
while Morris and Carpenter often appeared on the same platform 
together, Carpenter’s position was very different. He believed that 
individuals could first change their bodies and then the world 
around them, and that was a position grounded in Lamarckian 
theories of species’ development. As Livesey notes, “Carpenter 
argued that by re-educating desire away from individuated 
consumption and towards effortful production we could evolve 
ourselves into Utopians”.24 Wilde in ‘The Soul of Man Under 
Socialism’, sought to dismantle the links between beauty and labour 
found in Ruskin and Morris. It was the Fabians, though, who broke 
decisively with this nexus of work, art and political change. Livesey 
sees George Bernard Shaw as central, with his argument that it did 
not matter what art people chose or why. She sees Shaw as arguing, 
in texts such as the ‘Preface’ to Major Barbara, for “autonomous 
socialist subjects, freed from material inequality to choose vulgarity 
if they wished, but free nevertheless”.25   

Lawrence did not simply repeat earlier positions, though. His 
argument in ‘Men Must Work and Women as Well’ from 
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November 1929 (LEA 275-84) sees him giving these debates his 
own inflection and praising those who are at ease with, and indeed 
enjoy, work that involves some muck and dirt. The argument is that 
a faith in science offers (but does not quite deliver) a freedom from 
dirt in labour, where the residual tasks become a locus of dis-
content. Though closer to Carpenter than either Morris or Shaw, 
Lawrence’s text is also working at the interface of psychology and 
sociology in ways that look forward to the thinkers of the Frankfurt 
School.  

Critics have become used to thinking about Lawrence’s 
developing texts and ideas, the contexts in which he wrote, or how 
later philosophers and theorists can help to provide the tools and 
language for thinking about Lawrence’s work. More is needed, 
however, on the writing and ideas on which he drew, and which 
were a part of his intellectual formation. With this remarkable 
biography of Edward Carpenter, Rowbotham has opened a door 
onto the English radical culture of Lawrence’s youth. 
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